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Abstract 
We survey an algebra of formal languages suitable to deal with graph algorithms. As an 
example of its use we derive a general scheme for layer-oriented graph traversal. This general 
scheme is then applied to a reachability and a shortest path problem. 
1. Introduction 
In books about algorithmic graph theory, algorithms are usually presented without 
formal specification and formal development. Some approaches, in contrast, provide 
a more precise treatment of graph algorithms, resulting in algorithms which are not 
only correct “in principle” but also in all details (see e.g. [18,1,7,17,9,11]). In the 
present paper a uniform treatment of a class of graph algorithms is given using the 
algebra of formal languages and relations presented in [ 171, a straightened version of 
the framework introduced in [14]. The emphasis is not laid on the invention of new 
algorithms, but on a purely algebraic derivation of existing ones. In sum, the algebra 
allows derivations which are purely formal, concise and understandable at the same 
time. 
Some simple definitions and derivation steps are omitted here; for these details see 
Pll. 
2. An algebra of formal languages 
2.1. Formal languages and relations 
We consider an alphabet A. In the context of graph algorithms the letters of A are 
interpreted as graph vertices. The cardinal&y of A is, as usual, denoted by IAl. By A* 
we denote the set of all words over A. A (formal) language is a subset of A*. Formal 
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languages are used to describe sets of paths in a directed graph by listing the vertex 
sequences along the paths. We denote the number of letters of a word u by /lull and 
call it the length of u. A relation of arity y1 is a language R over A such that all words 
in R have length n. Note that 0 is a relation of any arity. For relation R # 0 we denote 
the arity of R by arR. Unary relations represent vertex sets, whereas binary relations 
represent edge sets. The only two nullary relations (the singleton relation E, consisting 
just of the empty word, and the empty relation 0) play the role of the Boolean values. 
This also allows easy definitions of assertions and conditional expressions. 
All operations on words are extended pointwise to sets of words. By this conven- 
tion, the extended operations distribute through union in all arguments and hence are 
monotonic w.r.t. inclusion and strict w.r.t. 0. In particular, fixpoints of functions us- 
ing these operations exist [25] and may be computed using Kleene’s approximation 
sequence [12]. Moreover, linear equational laws, i.e., laws in which each side has ex- 
actly one occurrence of every variable, are preserved (see e.g. [8]). We define that the 
set theoretic operations have lowest priority. Essential operations are (besides union, 
intersection and difference) concatenation, composition and join. 
To save braces, we identify a singleton set with its only element; e.g., the empty 
word E is not distinguished from the relation E, consisting just of the empty word. 
And, as usual, a word of length 1 is not distinguished from the only letter it contains. 
Concatenation is denoted by 0. It is associative, with E, the empty word, as the 
neutral element: 
uo(vow)=(uov)ow )  (1) 
E.2.l =u= u*e . (2) 
Concatenation is extended pointwise to languages. Since the above laws are linear, 
they carry over to languages U, V, W over A: 
U*(V* W)=(U. V). w )  (3) 
E.U =u= U.E. (4) 
2.2. Join and composition 
For words u and v over alphabet A we define their join u w v and their composition 
u;v by 
def 
EWE = E) 
F w w dzf 0 d”f w w E ) 
(~.a)w(b.v)~~~ 
ueaev if a=b, 
otherwise , 
(6) 
(7) 
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(uoa);(bov) dAf 
where u,v E A*, w E A* \ E and a, b E A. These operations provide two different 
ways of “glueing” two words together upon a one-letter overlap: join preserves one 
copy of the overlap, whereas composition erases it. Again, they are extended pointwise 
to languages. (The definition of the join operation differs slightly from former papers: 
Defining now E w E dzf E makes (P(A* ), w, EUA) a monoid whereas with E w E d&f 0 
only the subset (?(A*)\&, W, A) not containing the empty word is a monoid.) On 
relations, the join is a special case of the one used in database theory (see e.g. [6]). 
Remember that set theoretic operations have lowest priority, i.e. join and composition 
bind stronger. 
For binary relations R C A ??A the relations 
E 2 
A, 
R, 
RwR, 
Rw(RwR) , 
(10) 
consist of the words which are vertex sequences along paths of vertex lengths 
0, 1,2,3,4,. . . in the directed graph associated with R. 
The operations associate nicely: 
Uw(Vww)=(uwV)ww, 
U;(V; W) = (U; V); w e= VnA=@, 
u;(Vww)=(u;V)ww e VnA=@, 
I 
(11) 
(UwV);W = Uw(V;W) -k vnA=0. 
We shall omit parentheses whenever one of these laws applies. 
If one operand, say S, of the join operation has arity 1, then S w U, viz. U w S, 
yields those words of language U the first, viz. last, letters of which are elements of 
S. In particular 
SwU&U/UuwS +ScA. (12) 
If both operands have arity 1 then join intersects the two sets S, T & A, i.e., 
SwT=SnT, 
and composition tests whether the intersection is not empty: 
(13) 
S;T= 
EifSnTf0, 
8ifSnT=0, (14) 
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i 
E if S # 0 , 
“‘= @ifs=@, 
x;s=s;x = 
{ 
EifxES, 
0ifx@S, 
x;y=y;x = 
i 
Eifx=y, 
0ifx#y, 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
where x, y E A. Because these “tests” will be used frequently, we introduce more 
readable notations for them by setting 
s # O%fs;s) (18) 
xEsd~ffx;s) (19) 
(x = y) %f x ; y ) (20) 
scT~f(sUT=T). (21) 
2.3. Assertions and conditional expressions 
As we have just seen, the nullary relations E and 0 characterize the outcomes of 
certain tests. More generally, they can be used instead of Boolean values; therefore we 
call expressions yielding nullary relations assertions. Note that in this view “false” and 
“undefined” both are represented by 0. Negation is defined by 
a, Ef E ) (22) 
z def 0 . (23) 
Note that this operation is not &-monotonic. 
Conjunction and disjunction of assertions are represented by their intersection and 
union. To improve readability, we write B A C for B n C = B ??C = B w C and B V C 
for B U C. 
For assertion B and arbitrary language U we have 
BoU=UoB= lJifB=E, 
0 ifB=0. (24) 
This shows how assertions can be used as restrictions. 
Using assertions we can define a conditional by 
ifBthenUelseVfid~fBmUUBoF’, (25) 
for assertion B and languages U, V. Note that this operation is not C-monotonic in B. 
It can easily be calculated that conditionals may be manipulated as usual, e.g., 
if Bthen Uelse if Cthen U else V fi fi = if B V Cthen Uelse V fi , (26) 
for assertions B, C and languages U, V. 
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2.4. Path closure 
The path closure R” of a binary relation R C A ??A is defined as the least fixpoint 
of a recursion equation: 
R -+ dAf pLx. &uAuRcaX. (27) 
It consists of all words which are vertex sequences along finite paths in the directed 
graph associated with R (see (10)). 
3. Graph algorithms 
In the context of graph algorithms the alphabet A is interpreted as a finite vertex set 
of a graph. The edges are represented by a binary edge relation R C A ??A. 
For Q, R C A ??A the definition of composition coincides with the usual definition of 
relational composition (see e.g. [24,22]): 
Q;R= U U U {~o~:xozEQ/\zo~ER}. (28) 
&A YEA ZEA 
Thus Q ; R states the existence of a Q-edge followed by an R-edge between pairs of 
vertices abstracting over the intermediate vertices, while 
QwR = u u u {x.z.y:x~z~Qnz.y~R} (29) 
XEA yEA &A 
lists also the intermediate vertices. 
Further interesting special cases of composition and join arise when one of the 
operands has arity 1 and the other has arity 2. Suppose S C A and R C A a A. Then 
S;R = u u {y:z.y~R} (30) 
yEA z&S 
and hence gives the successor set of set S in the directed graph associated with R, 
whereas R ; S is the predecessor set. Supposing again S C A and R & A ??A then 
SwR = u u {z.y:z.y~R} . (31) 
ytA rES 
This means that S w R is the restriction of R to S, containing only those edges 
beginning in S. Likewise R w S is the corestriction of R to S, i.e. the set of all edges 
ending in S. For a set of paths P & R^“, S w P selects the paths in P that start in S 
while P w S gives those paths that end in S. Hence, for S, T & A, 
SwR”wT (32) 
is the language of all paths between elements of S and T in this graph. 
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Successor and predecessor sets are closely related to restrictions and corestrictions. 
We have, for R C A*A and S,T CA, 
S;R~T#SS~RHT=SMR, (33) 
R;T~SHSS~R~T=R~T. (34) 
4. A general scheme for layer-oriented graph traversal 
For certain graph problems one considers the set of all paths starting in a subset, 
say S, of the vertex set and ending in a subset T. An operation f: A* + M is used to 
abstract over each path and is extended pointwise to sets of paths. M is an arbitrary set 
depending on what we are actually interested in; e.g., if we are interested in the lengths 
of the paths we choose the set of natural numbers. Then, an operation g: P(M) + 
P(A4) selects certain abstractions, e.g. the minimum w.r.t. some order on M. These 
motivating considerations will be made precise in postulates below. 
4.1. Specijication 
We specify a graph traversal operation F by 
F(f,g)(S, T) Ef s(f(S w R-’ w T)) > (35) 
for S, T C A and R c A ??A. We involve two operations instead of only one: The ab- 
straction f is a pointwise extended operation, thus providing nice algebraic properties, 
i.e., distributivity, monotonicity and strictness, but the selection g is not. However, we 
postulate a weak distributivity of g: 
(9 g(K U L) = g(M) U s(L)), 
for K,L C M. Note that by (i) g is idempotent and (i) is equivalent to 
(i’) g(K U L) = g(K U g(L)). 
4.2. Examples of application 
Reachability. We consider the problem of computing the set of vertices reachable by 
paths starting in a subset S C A of the vertex set. 
Therefore we define 
reach(S) dAf Zust(S w R* w A) = F(Zast, id)(S,A) , (36) 
where M = A, id is the identity operation and last selects the last letter of a word 
where ui (16 i < I/u 11) is the ith letter of word U: 
last(u) tzf (u # E) ??qu11 . (37) 
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last is extended pointwise to sets of paths. Note that by (35) in our calculations f 
and thus last is not applied to E. Further, by the above definitions of abstraction and 
selection operation we are not allowed to choose f = id and g = last. 
By this definition the set of last vertices of all paths starting in S, i.e. the desired 
reachable vertices, is specified. 
Length of a shortest connecting path. Next, we consider the problem of finding 
the length of a shortest connecting path from a vertex x to a vertex y. Therefore we 
choose M = lN and define 
shortestpath(x, y) d”f min(edgeZength(x w R”” w y)) 
= F(edgelength, min)(x, y) 
where, for path p, 
(38) 
edgelength dGf if u = Ethen Oelse IIpII - 1 fi (39) 
gives the number of edges in path p, is extended pointwise to sets of paths, and, for 
a set N of natural numbers, 
min(N) dzf 
kifkENANCk;<N, 
0ifN=8. (40) 
4.3. Recursive solution 
Now, we want to derive a recursion for graph traversal operation F. For that we 
unfold F, make use of 
to perform a fold-step. 
F(f, g)(X T) 
= jdefinition) 
g(f(S w R^^* DC 
= 4by (27)) 
g(f(S w (E U A 
the recursion equation (27) of the path closure, and, then, try 
0) 
URwR-+)w T)) 
= 4distributivityD 
g(f(Sw&wT)Uf(SwAwT)Uf(SwRwR-MT)) 
= by (O(13)D 
g(@uf(S n T)uf(SwRwR-‘w T)) 
Here the direct attempt to derive a recursion fails, since we are not able to perform a 
fold-step. In the second application of f we need a vertex set instead of S w R. Thus 
we introduce an operation v:M --f A4 being pointwise extended to P(M) and stating 
the difference of f being applied to joined and composed languages, i.e., 
(ii) f(Uw V) = v(f(U; V)) * V n (E UA) = 0 
for U C A and V C A’. (ii) corresponds to a forward step within paths. Further, we 
postulate that “corrections” brought in by v are ignored by g and that g and v may be 
applied in arbitrary order: 
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(iii) g(K) = g(K U v(K)) and 
(iv) g(t@)) = n(g(R)), 
for K C M. In a new attempt to derive a recursion condition (iii) will be used to 
accumulate the vertices already visited. Then, by using the above derivation, now in 
conjunction with condition (ii), and after some simple transformation steps we perform 
a fold-step resulting in a recursion where the vertices already visited are accumulated 
in parameter S: 
F(.f, gm T) 
= jdefinitionb 
g(f(s w R- w 7)) 
= jby (iii)) 
g(f(s w R- w T) U v(f(S w R- w T))) 
= jby the above derivationb 
g(f(s r- T) U f(S ca R w R-+ w T) u v(f(S w R” w T))) 
= (Iby (ii)D 
g(f(s fi T) U o(S(S ; R w R” w T)) U u(S(S w R- w T))) 
= jdistributivityb 
g(f(s n T) U n(f((S U S ; RI w RY3 w T))) 
= ilby VII 
s(f(s n T) U dU ((S U S ; W w R-+ w T)))) 
= 4b WN 
sU-(~ r-- T) U Gkf((S US ; W w R-’ w U>>> 
= jdefinitionb 
g(f(S n T) U V(f,g)(S U s ; R 2 n>> . 
For obtaining a termination case we deal now with two obvious special cases in which 
F can be simplified. For T C S C A we have 
FM g)G’> T) 
= 4 definitionk 
g(f(s w R- w T)) 
= jby (27) we haveA C R‘“, henceR-’ = A U R”,distributivityD 
g(f(swA w T)Uf(SwR- w T)) 
= jby (13) twice) 
g(f(s n T) U f(S w R-’ w 7’)) 
= {by T 2 SD 
&XT) U _f(S w R-+ w T)) . 
Now, g selects from the union of the abstraction of a vertex set T and the abstraction 
of paths ending in T. For this case we suppose that the latter brings no new information 
and thus is ignored by operation g: 
(v) g(f(V) = g(f(V U f(Vw U)), 
for U C A and V C A*. Note that (v) holds for both examples of Section 4.2. We 
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complete our calculation: 
&f(T) u .f(S w R-’ w T)) 
= Uby <v>D 
df(T)) . 
Further, for S ; R & S each path in S w P w T runs entirely inside S. In particular, 
each last vertex of a path is in S. 
Lemmal. ForS;RCS wehaveSwR+ =SwR”wS. 
Proof. See [21]. Alternatively, one can show that for any Kleene algebra (2, C, ., 0, 1, .* ) 
s.t=s.t.sAs.s=s =+ s.t* =s.t*.s (S,tEZ) 
holds. (For Kleene algebras see e.g. [5].) Now, the claim follows since (P(A*), U, 
w, 0, ~UA,.*)formsaKleenealgebra,S;RCS M SwR = SwRwSby(33) 
andSwS = Sby(13). 0 
Using the lemma we may simplify F in the case where S ; R C S: 
= (Idefinitionk 
s(f(S w R- w T)) 
= (Iby Lemma 1) 
g(f(S w R-” w S w T)) 
= Uby (13% 
s(f(S w R” w (S n T))) 
= jby (27) we have,4 C R”“, henceR”“’ = A U R^“, 
distributivity and (13) twice) 
g(f(S n T) U f(S w R-’ w (S n T))) 
= Uby (v)D 
g(f(S ” 7)) . 
Altogether we have derived, using (26), 
W 2 g)(s, T) 
= ifTcSvS;RCS 
then&V n T)) 
~~~~d.f(S n T) u v(FCf,d(S u S ; R , TM fi , 
(41) 
I I 
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where f, g, v are such that (for K, L & M, U C A and V 2 A* ) 
(0) f and v are pointwise extended to sets, 
(i) g(K U L) = g(M) U g(L)), 
(ii) f(Uw V) = v(f(U; V)) + V rl (E UA) = 0, 
(iii) g(K) = g(K U v(K)), 
(iv) g(v(K)) = v(g(K)) and 
(v) g(f(~)) = g(f(W U f(Vw W). 
Since a new operation v was introduced during the derivation, we define a graph 
traversal operation F 1 having v as additional parameter: 
elseg(f(S n T) u v(Fl(f,g, v)(S u S ; R , 2”))) fi. 
Trivially, 
F(f,g)(S,T) = Fl(f,g,r)(S,T) , (43) 
again, under conditions (o t(v). 
Termination is guaranteed since parameter S increases properly in each recursive call 
and is bounded by the finite vertex set A. 
5. Applications of Fl 
5. I. Reachability 
We consider again the problem of computing the set of vertices reachable by paths 
starting in a subset S C A of the vertex set and have now 
reach(S) def F l( last, id, id)(S, A) . (44) 
where v was chosen such that the operations fulfill conditions (o)-(v). 
So we may use the derived recursion for the reachability problem, and we simplify 
the result: 
reach(S) 
= jdefinitionb 
F 1 (last, id, id)(S, A) 
= k (42)D 
if A C S v S ; R C S then last(S n A) 
else Zast(S n A) u reach(S U S ; R) fi 
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= {by set theory and definition of last) 
if A C S v S;R & SthenS 
else S u reach(S U S ; R) fi 
= jA C S impliesA = S implying S ; R C SD 
if S;R C_ SthenS 
ekes u reach(S u S ; R) fi . 
5.2. Length of a shortest connecting path 
Next, we consider the problem of finding the length of a shortest connecting path 
from a vertex x to a vertex y. We have 
shortestpath(x, y) dzf Fl(edgeZength, min, 1+)(x, y) , (45) 
where l+, the successor function on natural numbers, had to be chosen for fulfilling 
condition (ii). Again, the definition meets the other conditions (o)-(v) as well. So 
we plug it into the general scheme (42) of Fl by allowing a set of vertices as first 
parameter: 
shortestpath(S, y) 
= jdefinitionb 
Fl(edgeZength, min, l+)(S,y) 
= uby (42)1 
if y E S v S ; R C S then min (edgelength(S rl y)) 
else min(edgefength(S n y) u 
1 + shortestpath(S u S ; R , y)) fi 
= 4by (26)k 
if y E S thenmin(edgelength(S n y)) 
else if S ; R C S 
then min (edgeZength(S n y)) 
else min (edgelength(S n y) u 
1 + shortestpath(S u S ; R , y)) fi fi 
= jy~S + Sny=yandyq!S + Sny=0) 
if y E S then min (edgelength( 
else if S ; R C S 
then min (edgelength(0)) 
else min (edgelength(0) u 
1 + shortestpath(S U S ; R , y)) fi fi 
= {by (39) and (40)) 
if y E SthenO 
else if S ; R & S then 0 
else 1 + shortestpath(S U S ; R , y) fi fi 
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6. Improving efficiency 
The recursive version (42) of F is not efficient since it keeps all vertices already 
visited in parameter S and thus repeatedly calculates their successors. For gaining 
efficiency we introduce an additional parameter, say U, for accumulation of vertices 
already visited while S will keep only the not yet visited part of the successor set. 
Therefore we define 
F2(f,g,u)(S, T, U) dAf (S f-~ U = 8). Fl(f,g,v)(S u U,T) . (46) 
The embedding 
F l(f, g, u)(S, j”) = FW> g, 0)(X r, 0) (47) 
is straightforward. 
From (42) and (47) we obtain a special case: 
Wf,a u)(S> r, W = s(f((s U u> n T>> 
-+ T~SuUv(SUU);RC(SUU). 
For the recursion case we derive 
F2(f, g,o)(X T, U) 
= (Idefinitionb 
Fl(f,g,u)(S’J U,T) 
= {let V %If Su U) 
Fl(f,g,v)(V,T) 
= ub (42)D 
s(f(v n T)uWl(f,g,u)(Vuf’;R, T))) 
= lset theory) 
s(f(v n T)‘JWl(f,g,u)(V;R \ VU v, 0)) 
= jdefinitionb 
g(f(Y n T)Ua(F2(f,g,u)(V;R \ ~‘3 T, 0)) . 
Altogether, 
FW, 9, u)(S, r, u) 
=(SflU=0) 0 
let V dAf S U U 
inifTCVvV;RCV 
theng(f(V n T)) 
elseg(f( V n T) u 
u(F2(f,g,u)(V;R \ V, T, VI)) fi . 
(48) 
(49) 
Now S includes only the successors, but still the V; R has to be calculated expensively. 
However, the assertion of F2 can be strengthened by the conjunct U ; R C S U U, since 
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it holds for the embedding (47) and the recursive call. Using U ; R C S U U we may 
simplify the algorithm to 
F3(f, 9, v’)(X T, U) 
= (s n u = ~)o(U;RCSUU) ??
let V def S U U 
inifTcVVS;RcV 
then s(f( V n T)) 
elseg(f(V n T)u 
@‘3(f,g,v)(S ; R \ V , T , V))> fi . 
(50) 
Note that conditions (o)(v) were not used in the derivations of F2 and F3. 
Termination is guaranteed since U increases properly for each recursive call and is 
bounded by A. 
The algorithm starts with a vertex subset S, calculates the successors of S, then the 
successors of the successors, and so on. So it covers the reachable part of the graph 
layer by layer like the cross-section of an onion (greek: ~pdp,uuov). Therefore, we 
called it a krommyomorphism, enriching the list of cata-, para-, hylo, ana-, mutu- 
and zygomorphisms (see e.g. [13]). 
The algorithm scheme is similar to oil-spread algorithms (see e.g. [23]). 
7. Applications of F3 
7.1. Reachability 
Now, we apply F3 to the reachability problem. The simplification steps are similar 
to those in Section 5.1 and hence we omit them. We obtain: 
reach(S) = r3(&0) , 
r3(S,U)=(Sn u = @o(U;RgSUU) ??
let V d&f S u U 
in if S;R G V 
then V 
(51) 
elseVUr3(S;R \ V, V) fi 
Since parameter U accumulates the result, the algorithm can be simplified further to 
reach(S) = r4(S,0) , 
r4(S,U) = (S n U = 0)e(U;R C SUU) ??
let V dzf SUU 
in if S;Rc V 
then V 
(52) 
elser4(S;R \ V, V) fi . 
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7.2. Length of a shortest connecting path 
Next, we apply F3 to the problem of finding the length of a shortest path. After 
some simplifications which are basically the same as in Section 5.2 we get: 
shortestpath(x, y) = s3(x, y, 0) , 
s3(S,y,U) = (S n U = @).(U;R c SUU) ??
let V dAf S u U 
in if YE V 
then 0 
else if S ; R C V 
then 0 
eke 1 +s3(S; R \ V , y , V) fi fi . 
(53) 
Since the algorithms use some relatively abstract operations, further transformation 
steps have to be performed in order to obtain truly efficient programs. (E.g., instead of 
keeping various vertex sets one could state the membership of vertices by boolean ar- 
rays.) In [17] a cycle detection algorithm using an indegree vector instead of an abstract 
calculation of sources is derived, thus showing that such data refinement can nicely 
be performed at applicative level. For further standard techniques of transformation of 
data structures see [ 191. 
7.3. Further applications 
Of course, the derived algorithm scheme can be applied to related problems such as, 
e.g., testing the existence of a path between two subsets of the vertex set. Further, the 
algorithm also seems to be applicable to iteration paradigms for deductive databases 
(see e.g. [lo]). 
The postulates (o)-(v) entail minimizing the path lengths involved. So, one could 
define a dual graph traversal operation which maximizes the path lengths. With it cycle 
detection could be expressed by checking if the length of a path involved is greater 
than the cardinality of the vertex set. (Note that this dual operation is not obtained 
immediately by taking the converse of an ordering on paths, since there is no such 
ordering defined so far.) 
8. Conclusion 
Our framework enables us to derive graph algorithms in a formal way from precise 
specifications while still in an understandable manner. The notations of specifications 
and algorithms are closely related. The algebraic laws promote concise derivations. The 
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approach has also proved to be suitable for other areas such as pointer algorithms and 
stream processing problems (see [15,16]). 
Transformational or calculational developments of single graph algorithms are already 
performed by various authors (see e.g. [2] for an early and beautiful example). In other 
approaches, i.e., in both [1X] and [ 111, a class of graph algorithms with a surprising 
variety of applications is presented, but not derived. 
We advocate combing these two aspects resulting in purely calculational derivations 
of entire graph algorithm classes. One of the most advanced papers in this sense is [l], 
proposing a framework based on regular algebra. However, there some elementwise 
argumentation is still needed, the transitions to the algorithms level are performed 
by introducing loop invariants and the uniform treatment of different problems takes 
place more on the specification level than within the derivations. For an interesting 
comparision of this approach and ours see [4]. In [9] an initial-algebra framework to 
model graphs is given and a graph homomorphism is defined. The graphs are modelled 
at a relatively low level of abstraction, thus restricting the scope of the approach. 
Further, in [3] algorithms of various fields are treated in a schematic way. 
Another example as to how different problems, i.e. hamiltonian paths and sorting 
problems, can be dealt with by our framework in a unified view can be found in [20]. 
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